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From traditional to contemporary circus: Danish traces 
A short history of the genre 
By Michael Eigtved 
 
 
Traditional circus: origins 
 
The history of circus in Denmark is almost as long as the genre itself. As early as the late 18th                    
century, British and French circus companies toured regularly, and circus quickly became a             
well-known form of entertainment in this country. As early Danish circus emerged, for well over               
a century from the 1870s onwards, it meant large, travelling tent circus which were – at least in                  
periods – of international class. Names such as Miehe, Schumann and Benneweis paved the              
way for what we would call traditional circus today. In addition, several venues in Copenhagen               
hosted circus performances in the winter. 
 
The crux of these was – and is – the display of the spectacular: physical endurance, dexterity                 
and equilibrium; clown comics that create mental journeys between the physical, and dressage             
of both well-known animals and of the world's rare and wild animals, from elephants and sea                
lions to exotic camels and snakes. All directed to achieve the sublime – the moment when                
surprise and enchantment, together with hearts that would skip a beat and breathless moments,              
condense the entire experience in a blink of a second; when the pursuit of ever-new heights                
drives the performance, and the artist at its helm. 
 
In the beginning, circus gained a certain status by placing horse dressage at its center, during a                 
period when horses were valuable and prestigious in both social and cultural life. However,              
traditional circus has also been a form that contained much more than acrobats and animal               
dressage. What we would call traditional circus today was in fact a crossover of circus, theater,                
dance, and variety show – a mix popular for a long period of time. In Circus Miehe, for example,                   
pantomime was often a supporting, and extensive, part of the performance right up to the 20th                
century, when silent film outperformed it. 
 
The circus we know today as traditional did not really emerge until the first decades of the 20th                  
century, when changing conditions of the entertainment industry of the time (the so-called             
entertainment tax of 40%) meant an inclusion of sensational elements otherwise seen in street              
performance and variety.  
Other forms of entertainment and competition, akin to a carnival aesthetic, did the same – the                
public was invited closer and closer to the circus sensations: standing on a galloping horse or                
wrestling a circus superman.  
Thus the circus performances we would call classic developed with imported acts, foreign             
troupes, clowns, and audience-engaging moments – with a focus on the sensational, emotional             
appeal, and excitement to stimulate the senses. 
  



On the cultural stage, circus was and is in a double position. On the one hand, there is a                   
fascination with a free life, both disciplined and touching on the artists’ skills; on the other, there                 
is some disdain for the travelling rascal life, and a slightly condescending attitude towards circus               
as an art form. Traditional circus has mainly been regarded as entertainment, which ranks in               
line with amusement parks and travelling big top tent performances.  
Circus has remained popular well into the 2000s and there are travelling tent circus companies               
that still enjoy quite a lot of audience support, despite some downstream and general decline, in                
the past decades.  
 
A new circus comes to town 
 
This was the circus found in Denmark, at the time that a new type of circus began to stir, in the                     
late 1970s, originated and developed especially in France under the designation Nouveau            
Cirque – today, contemporary circus. These performances were characterised by the meeting             
between classical acts and a stage setting inspired by both avant-garde theater and             
performance art, but also rock music and film.  
The idea for contemporary circus was largely derived from the theatre environment, not from              
acrobatic circles; it emerged more as a reaction to traditional theater than to classical circus. 
Around 1975 a renewed interest in circus could be observed. This led to the opening of new                 
circus schools both outside Paris and Montreal in Canada, and since then to a number of other                 
places, where new generations of artists have been trained both in traditional skills and in               
various theatrical modes of expression.  
A certain modernisation and professionalisation of the artist's work replaced the phenomenon in             
which one had to be born into a circus family, to become an artist. At the same time, both actors                    
and sport professionals discovered the art as an expression of opportunity. 
 
In the ‘70s and ‘80s, therefore, a large number of ensembles emerged, which cultivated a               
modernised version of circus. This followed a cultural momentum of youth rebellion focused on              
free life, creativity, and the confrontation with authorities and institutions. It resulted in             
performances that included both traditional skills, pop culture, elements of clowning, street            
theater, and took inspiration from the world of sports and often politics. 
 
This is the kind of performance that came to Denmark starting in the early ‘80s, and it is through                   
international groups that the genre of contemporary circus was introduced to Danes. The new              
circus was seriously discovered by Danish audiences when the French company Archaos            
performed in Copenhagen in 1989. Their show knocked the audience off of their seats: roaring               
chainsaws, milling motorcycles and a rock'n'roll approach to circus. The mix of techniques and              
an aesthetic inspired by theater and performance, as well as popular culture and film, caught on                
immediately. It was Copenhagen International Theater (KIT) that hosted the show and, in the              
years that followed, KIT continued to set the tone for circus, with 3-4 international companies               
invited to play as part of their Summer Stage event. 
  
 



 
 
 
Made in Denmark  
 
In 1998, a group of young Danish artists with international experience formed the contemporary              
circus ensemble Nova Exit and presented the first Danish contemporary circus performance,            
Apropos, in 2001. Most Danish artists began their education at the Academy of Untamed              
Creativity in Copenhagen (AKUK), a mix of various youth education programs, professional            
school, and college. This was a programme that collaborated with, among others, Moscow State              
Circus School, and where one could truly begin an artistic education. Most Danish artists who               
work professionally in contemporary circus today have a background here. 
 
The most recent development in the Danish education of contemporary circus artists was the              
Academy of Modern Circus (AMoC) (2014-2018), a very successful experimental institution           
under the Ministry of Culture. During the inception period, AMoC educated 21 professional             
artists.  
 
A number of reports and evaluations were made, partly by the Danish Artist's Association (DAF)               
and partly by independent statistics institutions, all showing that from 2010 there has been a               
solid and rising foundation in Denmark, both for contemporary circus performances and a             
market for trained artists. Contemporary circus has managed to attract a large audience, and is               
a genre that both sells tickets and generates publicity. Unfortunately, the government at the time               
had no desire to make the education programme permanent, which is why, today, there is no                
formal circus education for artists in Denmark. 
 
AMoC educated its students in what is special about contemporary circus, especially in the              
Nordic version of it: it is not about sensationalism, but about sensuality; about building a whole,                
independent, coherent universe in the performance, where the elements intertwine and           
complement each other. The performance does not split the body into the various disciplines;              
instead, it speaks to the whole body and the entire perception apparatus.  
 
 
The strength of the genre 
 
The core of contemporary circus lies in the artistic intention of the genre, rather than in its                 
technical means. The skills of the art are basically the same as in traditional circus: control,                
timing, training, strength, and balance – the same parameters as for any other performing artist,               
from dancers to stand up comedians. But in contemporary circus, this is inserted into a theatrical                
framework, creating a performative situation where the artistic skills express the very specific             
abilities of, say, juggling or trapeze, while being part of a larger picture; a unifying concept or                 
idea that governs the performance, not the desire for more saltos or a higher trapeze. At AMoC                 
this was brought together in the concept of theatrical innovation, which was about strengthening              



the individual artist's ability to think about themselves and their skills in a context that created a                 
theatrical universe closely connected to the world surrounding contemporary circus. This is the             
strength of contemporary circus and where it differs most clearly from traditional circus. // 


